
T-61.5040 Oppivat mallit ja menetelmätT-61.5040 Learning Models and MethodsPajunen, ViitaniemiExerises 5, 16.2.2007Problem 1. Consider the growth funtion G(n) = log maxZn
N(Zn), that is, the log ofmaximum number of dihotomies for any set Zn having n observations, using a given setof funtions H . The growth funtion G(n) is either

G(n) = n log 2or
G(n) ≤ v(log

n

v
+ 1)The integer v is de�ned by

G(v) = v log 2

G(v + 1) < (v + 1) log 2.i) Why is the growth funtion linear at all points n = 1, 2, . . . , v?ii) If v is �nite, what is lim G(n)
n

when n → ∞?Problem 2.Statistial Learning Theory gives a bound on the di�erene of the training error s and theaverage error c, onditional on c and the number of training points m. Assume you areprediting the last bit of a binary vetor from a bag ontaining 2n−1 vetors with di�erent
n − 1 �rst bits. Assume that your set of solutions H ontains just one funtion h.i) Given a training set of m vetors, what an we say about the average error c madeby the funtion h when a vetor is piked randomly from the bag inluding the trainingvetors?ii) What an we say about |c − s| on average over all training sets of size m? (demo)Problem 3.The bounds onerning average error c in Statistial Learning Theory are obtained fromthe likelihood p(s|c, . . . ). If the prior on c would be onstant, then the likelihood as afuntion of c would be proportional to the posterior p(c|s, . . . ). However, SLT laims thatone does not have to assume anything about the learning problem. Consider preditingbits y1, . . . , yn with vetors x1, . . . , xn as inputs with a funtion h so that ŷi = h(xi). Thenthe average error is c = 1

n

∑
i
|yi − h(xi)|.i) What is a reasonable prior p(c) if you have seleted a solution h without assuminganything about the learning problem?



ii) De�ne a learning problem so that y1, . . . , y10 are obtained from the results of spinninga roulette wheel at a asino. Assume that the result is a number that an only be blak orred. Then yi ∈ {black, red}. You have seleted a funtion h whih tells you whih olour toplay. Relying on SLT, you have deided that the average error c is uniformly distributed.The asino manager o�ers you a deal: for a ost of 2500EUR you an play ten times, andif you win at least seven bets you will win 10000 EUR. Keeping your onstant prior inmind, should you take this deal? Is the deal sensible for the asino manager, who uses the"orret"prior?Problem 4. (demo)In pratie, it would be useful to know something about the average error c given a �xedtraining set. Consider binary lassi�ation and a set H ontaining only one h. Comparethe probabilities for c onditional to a �xed training set of size m, for the values c = 0.1and c = 0.5. Assume s = 0.1, m = 100, and n = 1000 (the number of input points). Youwill need to make assumptions about c: assume that you have no information to help youhoose the funtion h.


